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My paper explores the appropriation of space, based on ongoing research about urban renewal in the Brichères area, in 
Auxerre, a medium-sized French town. Urban projects are taking new forms (relatively new discourse, new procedures 
and planning); how does this imply a change in the content (in the balance of power) towards a greater control of the 
space by its inhabitants?  
  
This project used a limited number of procedures and structures (less than, for example, development projects with 
mixed investment companies). Is this due to the relatively small size of the town and the limited scale of the projects 
carried out in this town? Does that mean than bureaucracy and technocracy are reduced, leaving more room to the 
implementation of citizens' rights? Both the public sphere and contractors put stress on the involvement of inhabitants 
and the ways to integrate them in projects. Yet, 'grassroots democracy' mechanisms that were put in place within the 
project only provided a space for communication and consultation, but did not provide the residents with really effective 
tools. I will discuss the contradictions inherent to political action: a grassroots approach implies looking for local 
solutions, which tends to hide the actual causes of larger-scale problems; time and money constraints do not allow for 
project-building including a real dialogue with residents. 
  
Grassroots democracy mechanisms are only one of the options for residents to bring their input into projects. The new 
living spaces also play an important role. Appropriation takes place in these new spaces. They must be taken into 
account, as well as the principles they are based on and the assumptions made by decision-makers and project 
designers. The first interviews with inhabitants show that their relationship to this area is complex. They mention first 
the negative aspects of the new space, then it turns out that it is also perceived as added value: residents might feel like 
thay now belong to a higher social class and they might also feel more 'at home'. Yet, the new space also implies a new 
layout of social relationships, sometimes including conflicts. As for the new space's users, they have developed new 
tactics2 redefining the space's possible uses and organisation. This should lead us to pay attention to the many forms of 
citizens' expression. It is difficult to identify some of them that do not belong to the institutional framework or that are 
at the border between civic and polititical action3. This ongoing research aims at a better understanding of the 
relationship between residents and their neighbourhood and of what it implies for space appropriation.   
  
Advocacy research uses interviews and on-field observation during long stays. The goal is to make sure that research 
has a strong, long-lasting and close link with the research field. These methods belong to 'film sociology', an approach 
focusing on analytical experience within sociology, applied to the formal requirements of filming, in order to present the 
research outcome within both a text and a film. 
 

Disclaimer: This abstract was translated by a volunteer who is not a native speaker of English, therefore 
professional quality translation cannot be expected. 
 
1  
In Brichères, the urban renewal project mainly comprised demolition of three blocks of social housing (147 flats) and 
building of 300 flats including 200 reserved for social housing. This project is now almost complete; most of these new 
flats were completed between 2005 and 2009.   
2  
DE CERTEAU, M., L’invention du quotidien, Paris, Gallimard, 1990.  
3  
ARNAUD, L., GUIONNET, C., Les frontières du politique, Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2005.  


